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Super-Invar Behavior with Ultrawide Temperature 
Range
Super-invar (SIV) metallic materials underpinned by magnetic ordering are of great practical merit for a wide range of 
high-precision engineering. 

I t is generally accepted that 
the volume of most matter 

increases upon heating; water 
below 4 oC is a well known 
textbook exception. Such a 
phenomenon, so-called thermal 
expansion, occurs in our daily 
lives and is a critical issue in an 
extreme environment. From a 
technological point of view, the 
thermal expansion of component 
devices is crucial for diverse 
high-precision applications, such 
as metrology devices, aerospace 
vehicles, optical instruments 
etc. Materials with small or 
even zero thermal expansion 
(ZTE) are valuable in preventing 
size deformation under rapid 
and frequent thermal shock, 
increasing the accuracy and 
lifetime as a result. Xianran 
Xing (University of Science and 
Technology Beijing, China) and 
his co-workers are devoted 
to the study of the negative 
thermal expansion (NTE) and 
ZTE materials. REM2 intermetallic 
compounds (RE = rare-earth 
element, M = transition metal) 
display magnetic ordering and 
an associated magnetovolume 
effect (MVE), being promising 
candidates for engineering 
ZTE materials. The thermal-
expansion behavior of REM2 can 
be tuned on either modifying 
the materials themselves or on 
applying an external magnetic 
field or pressure. For example, 
the thermal-expansion behavior 
of Lu2Fe17 compounds can 
be modified with yttrium 
substitution for lutetium or 
introducing vacancies to the 
lutetium sites.1,2 Because the 

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic ferrimagnetic structure of Ho2(Fe, Co)17 determined with NPD refinements.  
(b) Contour plot of magnetic peaks (110) for Ho2Fe17, Ho2Fe16Co and Ho2Fe15Co2.  
(c) Temperature dependence of magnetic moments of the Fe/Co-sublattice determined 
from NPD. (d) M(H) curves of Ho2Fe17, Ho2Fe16Co and Ho2Fe15Co2 measured at 4 K. The 
inset shows the saturation magnetization. (e)−(g) Temperature dependence of magnetic 
moments of various atomic sites and sublattices for Ho2Fe17, Ho2Fe16Co and Ho2Fe15Co2 
compounds. [Reproduced from Ref. 3]
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MVE effect in REM2 is strongly related to the 3d electrons, 
modifying the transition-metal sites can tune the thermal-
expansion behavior. Xing and his co-workers recently 
reported the thermal-expansion behavior in Ho2(Fe, Co)17 
and discovered the SIV in Ho2Fe16Co1.

The thermal expansion of a material can be characterized 
with various techniques, such as a dilatometer, X-ray 
diffraction and neutron powder diffraction. Neutron 
powder diffraction, among the three, is unique in 
simultaneously probing the lattice expansion and long-
range magnetic ordering that is critical for specific groups 
of NTE or ZTE materials. The high-intensity neutron powder 
diffractometer, WOMBAT, which is capable of rapid data 
acquisition, has undertaken many proposals on NTE and 
ZTE materials. Measurements of neutron powder diffraction 
indeed provide critical experimental results for Ho2(Fe, 
Co)17 compounds in this work, such as the magnetic 
structure (Fig. 1(a)), temperature dependence of the lattice 
parameters and the magnetic moments of Ho and Fe/Co 
sites (Figs. 1(c), 1(e)–1(g)). The experimental results match 
well the results from first-principle calculations. Greatly 
varied thermal-expansion behaviors have been observed 
in Ho2(Fe, Co)17 with varied Co substitution, as shown in 
Fig. 2(a). Ho2Fe17 exhibits the NTE behavior below TC ~ 340 
K and a typical positive thermal expansion (PTE) above TC. 
The Co-substituted Ho2Fe15Co2 and Ho2Co17 exhibit low and 
high-PTE behaviors, respectively. In between, the HoFe16Co 
shows a wide temperature range of ZTE, in which the 
variation of cell volume is less than 1 Å3 and the thermal-
expansion coefficient is of order 10-6 K-1, as shown in Fig. 
2(b).

The work on the R2(Fe, Co)17 compounds by Xing and his 
collaborators utilizes various experimental probes and 
first-principle calculations.3 All these techniques together 
reveal the key role of the 3d bonding state in the thermal 
expansion upon the long-range magnetic ordering. In this 
work, Xing and his collaborators reported a record wide 
SIV temperature range among metallic compounds, from 
3 to 461 K (ΔT = 458 K), almost twice the value of known 
metallic SIV. This research together with the flexibility and 
numerous R-Fe-Co alloy systems indicates great potential 
in the development of promising thermal expansion and 
related functional magnetic performances. (Reported by 
Chin-Wei Wang)

This report features the work of Xianran Xing and his 
collaborators published in Phys. Rev. Lett. 127, 055501 
(2021). 

Fig. 2: (a) Temperature dependence of relative unit-cell volume 
determined with NPD refinements from 3 to 650 K for Ho2(Fe, 
Co)17 compounds; (b) apparent zero thermal expansion of 
compound Ho2Fe16Co determined with a thermal dilatometer 
from 100 to 520 K. The coefficients of thermal expansion are of 
order 10-6 K-1 in the three temperature windows. [Reproduced 
from Ref. 3]
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